Take a Break, Get Inspired

Take a break from business routine with all-new thematic coffee breaks creatively infused with playfulness and local flavors!

CHIC SENSATION

Chic, multisensory delights creatively shaped and served with discerning sophistications. Expect most stylish glassware and creative cabinets bursting with global flavors from fancy Japanese rolls and black caviar cones to desserts hanging from the tree.
MICHELIN RECOMMENDED YUM CHA BITES
Pick from Hong Kong’s specialty tid-bits such as Ha Gao, or Cold Crystal Pork Meat and Cucumber with Home-made X.O Sauce created by master chefs of Michelin recommended Cuisine Cuisine.

FASHION PLATE
Designer’s studio, or a catwalk? Fashion Plate break is all about couturier details of hand crafted desserts and savories. Taste the Leather Jacket - Peking duck wrapped in delicate pancake - or fizzy, spicy espelette pepper lollipops “Oh là là!” clipped to a wardrobe hanger.
URBAN HONG KONG

Traditional Hong Kong “street” snacks are a culture of its own. For your safety we left out the stinky tofu but all the other local favourites will be there served the way they are meant to be, including Curry Fish Ball on a Bamboo Stick, Hong Kong Egg Waffles, Macau Egg Tarts and Mango Pudding.

COCO CREATION

Afternoon tea - as much of a royal institution in Hong Kong as it is in London - gets a stylish and playful MIRA-makeover with COCO’s signature designer cupcakes and other pastry gems, chocolate fountain, as well as savory canapés on home-baked colorful breads.
FEEL ELECTRIC

It's a pre-taste of nightlife vibes Hong Kong delivers. Bring some fresh air to your event with Arancini with Electric Tempura Enoki and Fizzy Yuzu-vodka Tart inspired with most electrifying open-air lounge famed for tapas style platters and exotic snacks. See if the energizing drink sipped out of the “light bulb” sparks new ideas for the rest of your event!
The smell of freshly made popcorn, crispy fried chicken nuggets and mini hot dogs mean only one thing – the afternoon show is about to begin. Refuel your energy in this cinematic setting with the snacks from the world of entertainment, before you pay homage to the silver screen heroes at the famed Hong Kong Avenue of Stars after the event.
ENCHANTED GARDEN

When you feel it’s time for a break under a blooming tree with a picnic basket, fresh finger food and light desserts including delicious raspberry cupcakes step into an Enchanted Garden conjuring a laid back outdoor setting within designer interiors of The Mira Hong Kong!
POWER BALANCE

Keep your day breezy and let your creativity unfold as you indulge in nutritious snacks made with super-foods such as quinoa, kale and goji berries, thoughtfully served with detoxing cold-pressed fruit juices and healthy green smoothies!
Served upon special request, within the presentation concepts
The Mira Hong Kong offers tempting treats to satisfy all the
dietary needs:

**VEGAN DREAMS**
The ultimate of healthy, sustainable and green living that
truly tempts. Detox your team with fresh Tortilla Wraps with
Mesclun Greens and guilt-free Tofu Chocolate Cheese
Cake.

**HALAL TREATS**
Prepared with passion and care, these Middle East treats
give a true taste of Arabic while respecting religious rigors of
Islam. Aromatic Doner Kebabs, Lebanese Falafels and
whole-wheat Indian flatbreads will make you pray for more.

**A BREAK FROM GLUTEN**
We serve all dietary needs and strictest requirements,
so if you need to go gluten-free it certainly won’t affect
the format of your event. Feel free and dive in Seared
Sea Scallop with Mango Salsa, Crabmeat and Avocado
Espuma Shooters, or divine dessert of Pandan-coconut
Crème Caramel.

---

**ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS 2315 5688**

mice@themirahotel.com  www.themirahotel.com
Mira Place, 118-130 Nathan Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon